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prohibitivefeature of scientificinvestigations. For instance, there is nothing fatally paradoxical
about the general lack of nonuniqueness of maximal ancillaries, as has recentlybeen stressed by
Barnard (1974).
Now, Birnbaum's resultmay be paraphrased as saying that if it is requiredthat application of the
and conditionalitynever leads to conflicting,or nonequivalent,conclusionsthen
ideas of sufficiency
these conclusionshave to obey the likelihoodprinciple.But, on the above viewpoint,it is not reasonable to impose such a requirement,and Birnbaum's theoremmay be taken as showingthat sufficiency
and conditionalitydo not satisfythe requirement.
Even if Kalbfleisch's proposal to start by applying CE is not considered cogent, the distinction
between experimentaland mathematical ancillaries is likely to be useful. On the matter of which
ancillariesare to be taken as experimental,I wonderwhat Kalbfleisch'sattitudewould be to Example
1 if our knowledgeof the random mechanismimplied that f(x) had to be of the form(1), or to the
firstpart of Example 2 if,similarly,it was knownthat the regressionwas linear with normal errors.
Would this knowledgechange the ancillariesin question frommathematicalto experimental?
It may be illuminatingto considerthe furtherexample of the two-by-twotable, Table 1 (a), obtained by classifyinga random sample of n individuals accordingto phenotypeat two diallelic loci
with dominance. Assumingthat the population sampled is the offspringof a population consisting
entirelyof double heterozygotesof trans-type,and that therehas been randomunion of gametes and
no selection,the correspondingtable of probabilitiesis that of Table 1 (b), where the parameter 7.
is the product of the recombinationfrequenciesformales and females.
The statisticsxl and x., are maximal ancillaries,but are they mathematicalor experimental,or is
this a case whichwe have to leave undecided?
Table 1. Two by twotables
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The chance mechanismunder study is the recombinationprocess, and it may be argued that the
ancillarieshave come about throughthe design of the experimentand that x1.and x.l are therefore
experimentalancillaries. Provided xl and x.1are consideredexperimental,then we have here a clear
cut instance of nonuniquenessof maximal experimentalancillaries,with nothingto choose between
xl1and x.l. And the indicationis that ifan unequivocal answerof the statisticalanalysis is, unreasonably, demanded then one is, in effect,forcedto obey the likelihoodprinciple.
statisticforthe originalmodel is obtained by adding
It may be noted that the minimalsufficient
x12 and x21,and afterthis reductionthereseems to exist no ancillaries.
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As one who is inclinedto use conditionalinferencewith standard statisticalmethods,relyingon
partly ad hoc considerationsof familiarityand simplicityin the face of theoreticalpuzzles, in the
spirit of Cox (1971), I findKalbfleisch's (1975) proposed modifiedconditionalityconcept interesting
and potentiallyuseful,but unsatisfactoryin respectswhichwill be explained below.
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The recent period of interestin the conditionality,or ancillarity,concept may be said to have
begun with Fisher's (1956, pp. 156-9) insistenceon the importanceof that concept forthe further
adequate development of the theory of statistical inference.He did not anticipate the sorts of
'monsters' whichwould be encounteredalong that path; the terms'monster-barring'and 'monsteradjustment' were used by Lakatos (1963-4) to describedevelopmentsin the evolutionof the concept
of a polyhedron,which occurredin the course of many attempts to prove or refutea famous conjecture of Descartes and Euler.
In earlierwritingsFisher had given the mathematicaldefinitionof an ancillarystatistic; a rule of
application,replace unconditionalby conditionalmodels beforeapplyingspecificstandard techniques
of statistical inference;and an unformalizedbut suggestive interpretationof conditionalityas a
theoreticalconcept.All of these wereconsideredunproblematic,appropriate,and importantby many
of the theoreticaland applied statisticiansacquainted with them, includingCox (1958) and J. WV.
Tukey in unpublishedWald lectures.
Monstersappeared soon after1956 in connexionwith both the applied and the theoreticalaspects.
(a) The rule of applicationwas seen to be an ambiguousdirectivewhen ancillarieswerefound to be
nonunique in general (Basu, 1959, 1964; Birnbaum, 1961).
(b) The theoreticalconcept was foundto be essentiallyequivalent to another concept,likelihood,
incompatiblewith use of standard statisticalmethods (Birnbaum, 1962, 1972).
The recentcontributionsofDurbin (1970) and Kalbfleisch(1975) proposesuccessivelymodifiedrules
of application, intended to systematize appropriatelythe typical judgements and applications of
conditionalityand related concepts, in 'the operational approaches of both the Fisherian and the
Neyman-Pearson schools of statisticalinference'(Kalbfleisch,1975, ? 1). These rules eliminatemany
but not all cases of nonuniqueness,leaving the choice among remainingalternative ancillaries to
possible furtherrules,such as that of Cox (1971), having admittedlya partlyad hoc character.These
rules are supported by new theoreticalinterpretationsof conditionalityand related concepts. We
shall discusshereprimarilythose ofKalbfleisch,whichin a sense incorporatethose ofDurbin. Related
discussionof Durbin's paper appears in my 1970 note. The ideas of that note and the presentone are
also broadly applicable to the discussion of conditionalityand related concepts by Cox & Hinkley
(1974).
Neither the consequences in applications, nor the theoreticalcontent and form,of Kalbfleisch's
modifiedconditionalityconcept seem sufficiently
clear, particularlyin the followingrespects.
(i) Kalbfleischwrites,immediatelyafterhis formulationof his conceptof an experimentalancillary,
CE, as an equivalence relation,'This principleimpliesthat in interpreting
evidentialmeaningone should
(italics added) condition. . .' Of course an equivalence relationdoes not literallyimplya directiveto
make substitutions,still less a directiveto make substitutionsof one but not the otherkind covered
by the equivalence relation. If we adopt a concept representedby an equivalence relationA = B,
thenwe may replaceA by B whereverA occurs.But we mustalso allow B to be replacedby A wherever
B occurs,if we are interestedin exploringfullythe theoreticalimplicationsand significanceof the
concept.
It was the adoption of an unqualifiedequivalence formulationof conditionality,and related concepts,whichled, in my 1962 paper, to the monsterofthe likelihoodaxiom. What would be the precise
theoreticalformof a modifiedconditionalityconcept which mightprove adequate with respect to
theoreticalcontent,and constructivelycompatiblewith typical uses of standard statisticalmethods?
Kalbfleisch's'should' is evidentlybased on an essentialbut tacit appeal to a desideratumofcontinuity
with a traditionof statisticalthoughtand practice, namely 'the operationalapproaches of both the
Fisherian and the Neyman-Pearson schools', which he does not characterize fullyin terms of his
explicitlydeveloped theoreticalconcepts.
(ii) Kalbfleisch's basic theoreticalconcept of an experimentalancillaryseems to lose plausibility
as a clear and satisfactoryconcept in the lightof the followingvariation of his Example 1.
Suppose that the parameter4ttof interestin that example is the unknownvalue of a physical constant in a systemof otherwisecompletelyknownphysicallaws. It is typical of such systemsthat they
have sufficiently
general scope to characterize the behaviour of experimental set-ups of various
forms.Thus set-upsof different
different
formsmay be adopted as alternativeexperimentalbases for
measuringor estimatingthe unknownvalue, and the formof a set-up then has no intrinsicinterest
apart fromits convenienceforthis purpose.
Suppose now that one such set-up is representedby the model El in Kalbfleisch's Example 1.
Suppose that an alternativeset-up is representedby E', a two-stageexperiment:Its firststage consists oftakinga singleobservationU on a physicalrandomizationdevice, the distributionof U having
the completelyknownformgiven in Kalbfleisch'sExample 1 forthe randomvariable A. The second
stage is based on a series of other physical set-ups,indexed by the possible values u of U. If U = u
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is the result of the firststage, then set-up u is observed,resultingin an observationyu of a random
variable Yu whose distributionis symmetricalabout the unknownconstant# of interest,and has the
same formas the distributionof l(X1 + X2), conditionalon X1-X2 = u, whereX1 and X2 are independent and each has the distribution(1) in Kalbfleisch's example. Writing U for Kalbfleisch'sA,
the random point (U, Yu) has the same distributions,known except forthe parameter,u,in E1 and
in E'. Any estimationmethodbased on E1 can be duplicatedin its probabilitypropertiesby a method
based on E', and vice versa.
Hence thereis evidentlyno basis forpreferenceby an investigatoras betweenthe experimentalsetups represented,respectively,by E1 and E'. Nor is there any evident basis for the investigator's
if it is obtained fromset-up E'
using or interpretingthe observed sample point (u, y) differently
ratherthan fromset-up E1.
However, Kalbfileisch'sbasic concept classifiesu as a mathematical ancillary if it was obtained
fromset-up E1, but as an experimentalancillaryif it was obtained fromE'. It is disconcertingthat
thisconceptdistinguishescases whichseem equivalent on all scientificand statisticalgrounds.Further,
this suggeststhe question whether,in more complicatedexamples, Kalbfileisch'sproposed rule based
on this concept will sometimesgive differentresults depending on which of two set-ups was used,
and statisticallyequivalert in the sense illustratedby El and El.
even ifthose set-upsare scientifically
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Comments on paper by J. D. Kalbfleisch:
Some personal comments on sufficiency and conditionality
BY A. D. McLAREN
DepartmentofStatistics, Universityof Glasgow
1. SUFFICIENCY AND CONDITIONALITY
Kalbfleisch (1975) rides to the rescue of those who believe in some form of sufficiency and conditionality but do not accept the likelihood principle. Birnbaum's (1962) result that his formulations
S and C together imply the likelihood principle is a challenge to those statisticians. Kalbfleisch seeks

to turn away the threat in two ways. He substitutesforS a weakened form,S', which is restricted

to minimal experiments; for C he substitutes a strengthened form CE which permits the mixing
distribution to be unknown. The first of these moves seems to me faint-hearted and the second
foolhardy.

